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Abstract—Event cameras are activity-driven bio-inspired vision sensors that respond asynchronously to intensity changes resulting in sparse data known as events. It has potential advantages over conventional cameras, such as high temporal resolution, low latency, and low power consumption. Given the sparse and asynchronous spatio-temporal nature of the data, event processing is predominantly solved by transforming events into a 2D spatial grid representation and applying standard vision pipelines. In this work, we propose an auto-encoder architecture named as Event-LSTM to generate 2D spatial grid representation. Ours has the following main advantages 1) Unsupervised, task-agnostic learning of 2D spatial grid. Ours is ideally suited for the event domain, where task-specific labeled data is scarce, 2) Asynchronous sampling of event 2D spatial grid. This leads to speed invariant and energy-efficient representation. Evaluations on appearance-based and motion-based tasks demonstrate that our approach yields improvement over state-of-the-art techniques while providing the flexibility to learn spatial grid representation from unlabeled data.

Index Terms—Deep Learning Methods, Deep Learning for Visual Perception, Representation Learning, Event Camera, LSTM

I. INTRODUCTION

Event-based cameras, also known as silicon retinas, are a novel type of biologically inspired sensors that encode per-pixel scene dynamics asynchronously with microsecond resolution in the form of a stream of events. Key advantages of an event camera are: high temporal resolution, sparse data, high dynamic range, and low power requirements [1], which makes it a suitable choice for resource-constrained environments. However, one of the most challenging aspects of working with event cameras is the continuous and asynchronous nature of the data. This has prompted a paradigm shift that allows efficient extraction of meaningful information from the space-time event data without sacrificing the sparsity and temporal resolution.

Inspired by the benchmark set by the traditional vision and deep learning approaches, one of the predominant areas of research in event data focuses on aggregating the information conveyed by individual events onto a spatial grid representation. This ensures its compatibility with the tools available from the conventional vision domain. While interest in converting events into spatial representation by hand-crafted data transformations is growing, only very few approaches have looked into the more complex solutions that data-driven deep learning methods can provide. The recent supervised deep-learning works were proposed by the authors of [2], [33] and [3]. However, not every application has enough volume of labeled data to quench the data-hunger thirst of supervised deep learning algorithms, limiting the design of deep supervised networks to approximate complex functions. Though supervised extraction of features is robust, the key challenge lies in extracting domain-specific features for each task. Convergence is guaranteed only if sufficiently labeled data is available; otherwise, the networks are more prone to get stuck in local minima, particularly for event data that is highly non-linear. Hence, the palpable advantage could be attained if the problem could be formulated to avoid over-fitting the training data caused by the dearth of learning parameters.

The main contribution of this paper is a generic, deep learning-based task-independent architecture (Event-LSTM) for transforming raw events into spatial grid representation. We achieve task independence by operating the popular architecture, LSTM, in an unsupervised setting to learn a mapping from raw events into a task-unaware spatial representation, which we call LSTM Time Surface (LSTM-TS). The proposed Event-LSTM puts forth unsupervised event data representation generation as an alternative to data-hungry supervised learning approaches. It can also pave the way to enable the modeling of complex structures by stacking multiple independently trainable feature extraction layers and eliminating the need for large quantities of labeled data for each task at hand. The learned model could also be utilized to initialize the supervised architectures.

Driven by the need for efficient speed invariant and energy-efficient feature extraction and to take advantage of the asynchronous sensing principle of event cameras, we propose an asynchronous method of sampling 2D spatial grid. Despite the fact that asynchronous mode has been explored in the literature previously [15] [16] [17], deep learning-based asynchronous spatial grid generation remains unexplored.

II. RELATED WORK

This section involves a brief review of the event-based spatial grid representations of event data. A detailed review is provided at [4] [22]. The most commonly used framework for an asynchronous event by event processing is a
promising research field known as Spiking Neural Networks (SNN) [5] [23]. However, there is a lack of standard training procedures due to their non-differentiability. Another line of recent research is to leverage graph-based learning [25] [26]. This involves representing events as graphs followed by graph convolution learning networks. However, it is challenging to solve graph-based learning problems as event camera data is not native to the graph structure. Hence graph representation learning is in itself a challenging task. Moreover, unlike applications such as social detection analysis, event camera graph representation learning is a dynamic problem, making it much more complex. The alternative line of research is to perform pre-processing on events to convert them into formats compatible with conventional image-based vision architectures [37] [38] [39]. Combined with a high signal-to-noise ratio compared to raw events, the traditional, proven vision solutions have resulted in high accuracy. However, this involves coming up with a better and optimal choice of converting raw asynchronous event stream into conventional vision algorithm compatible structures. This effort has led to different initial representation stages such as event image [6] [19] [20] [8], Time Surface (TS), voxel grid [7] and motion compensated event image [21].

Researchers came up with a popular spatial representation called Time Surface (TS), which stores a time value at each pixel. This results in encoding motion history at each pixel, thus making it sensitive to the motion of the edges. This gives TS an edge over other spatial representations, especially for the vision tasks that involve motion analysis. Several handcrafted 2d grid representations [9] [10] have been proposed over years. However, coupling deep learning methods with event data will allow us to take advantage of event data and the learning algorithms. In [2], authors proposed a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) architecture towards converting event data to spatial grid representation. As the architecture is defined by differentiable operators, it makes the process completely learnable. The information at each pixel is formed by accumulating the MLP feature generated from the events at the particular spatial location. The major disadvantage of this method is that the accumulation of events does not depend on the sequence of events, thus inhibiting the network from learning the memory embedded in the events. This has been overcome by [12] and [3] by leveraging the memory property of LSTM.

[12] proposed Phased LSTM, which does not result in the explicit formation of spatial grid representation. This prevents us from leveraging the spatial structure of the data, which could be learned using CNN architectures, thus restricting it to simple applications [11]. Moreover, it also introduced huge latency as the events have to pass through the network sequentially. Hence, [3] explored the utility of LSTM as $M \times N$ (pixel grid size) matrix of cells to learn the mapping from raw event sequence to a dense spatial grid. LSTM cells process the sequence of events at each pixel location, condensing it into a single output vector that populates the spatial grid. They have demonstrated good accuracy in object recognition and optical flow estimation by replacing the corresponding architecture’s input representation with the MatrixLSTM layer. To make the feature learning process translation invariant, they experimented with parameter sharing across LSTM cells.

The work proposed in this paper is related to [3]. The significant advantages of the proposed method as compared to that of [3] are i) An unsupervised deep learning solution to learn the best mapping from events to 2D spatial grid, which is task-independent suited for situations where the process of collecting labeled data is very costly, ii) Having multiple LSTM layers at encoder allows us to model the dynamics present in event sequences, iii) Asynchronous sampling of 2D spatial grid has allowed us to take advantage of the asynchronous nature of event camera.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

This section formalizes the methodology to convert raw events into spatial representation (Fig. 1). An event camera with pixel grid size $M \times N$ results in an asynchronous stream of events only on those locations where the change in logarithmic brightness change reaches a threshold. The events are tuples with the format $e_i = (x_i, y_i, t_i, p_i)$, where $(x_i, y_i)$ represents the pixel location of the $i^{th}$ event, $p_i \in \{+1, -1\}$ known as ON and OFF events represents the sign of brightness change and $t_i \geq 0$ indicates the timestamp of the event with microsecond resolution. The time of occurrence of an event is a continuous parameter, and hence the number of events with the same timestamp will be extremely limited to get processed. This mandates the need to accumulate the events over a period $\delta T$ to process effectively. This representation of events will more robustly describe the dynamics of the scene.

A. Event-LSTM

The goal here is to learn a mapping $\phi$ from a set of raw events sequence represented as $E = \{e_i\}$ to a 2D grid representation LSTM-TS of size $M \times N$. The mapping should be learned in an unsupervised manner, based solely on the data and independent of the task at hand to account for the situations where the amount of labeled data available for each task is very limited in relation to the number of parameters to be learned. Hence, in this work, we propose an LSTM-based autoencoder structure known as Event-LSTM, which learns an encoder and decoder function $\phi$ and $\psi$ respectively to predict feature and reconstruct the input sequence, respectively.

B. Network Architecture

To ensure translation invariance, our Event-LSTM is comprised of a single autoencoder LSTM across all pixels. This reduces the number of parameters to be learned. The event sequence at each pixel location is processed sequentially during the training phase. However, processing can be applied in parallel across all pixels during the feature extraction phase. Encoder is comprised of three layers, with $N_{xy}$, 16 and 1 output units, where $N_{xy}$ is the number of events at pixel $(x, y)$. The output of the preceding layer becomes input features for the subsequent layers. The decoder is designed to unfold the encoding. Hence decoder is composed of three layers stacked in the reverse order. The latent space feature dimension has been restrained to one to force the architecture to learn salient
features. The major difference between Matrix-LSTM and the proposed solution lies in extending the former to multi-layer encoder-decoder architecture, which enables Event-LSTM to learn temporal features in an unsupervised setting irrespective of the dynamic nature of event sequence across tasks.

C. LSTM-TS: Learning and Extraction

Let \( E_{xy} = (x_n, y_n, t_n, p_n) \) denote the set of events generated at \((x_n, y_n)\) with varying lengths \(|E_{xy}|\) depending on the dynamic activity level at that specific pixel. Each event sequence \( E_{xy} \) is represented by a sequence of time stamps \( t_n \) occurring at that specific location \((x_n, y_n)\) \((T_{xy} = \{t_n | x_n = x, y_n = y\})\). LSTM auto-encoder is fed with these time stamp sequences \( T_{xy} \). Event-LSTM with its internal memory learns an encoder \((\phi (T_{xy}))\) transformation that estimates a meaningful feature \( LSTM-TS_{xy} \) from the input \( T_{xy} \) sequence and a decoder transformation \((\psi (\phi (T_{xy}))\)) that tries to recreate the input sequence by minimising the error \( |T_{xy} - \hat{T}_{xy}| \).

The \( M \times N \) LSTM-TS is realized by populating a spatial grid with the features learned by encoder at each \((x, y)\) location (right side of Fig. 1). This preserves the sparsity of the event data as computation of features occurs only at locations \((x, y)\) where the sequence \( T_{xy} \) is non-empty.

D. Windowing

The proposed Event-LSTM operates on temporal windows. The input event sequence \( E_{xy} \) is split into smaller sequences \( E_{xy}^l \), resulting in independent time stamp sequence \( T_{xy}^l \) for each window \( \delta \). This makes sure that Event-LSTM does not have to deal with very long sequences. Although LSTM is better at handling vanishing gradient problems effectively better than RNN, splitting long sequences into smaller sequences ensures that Event-LSTM can effectively retain local time information. We have proposed a novel asynchronous (async) 2D spatial grid sampling technique as described in the sections below.

In the asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling technique, the smaller sequences are formed such that the number of total events \(|E|\) remains constant across \( L \) sequences as against synchronous (sync) 2D spatial grid sampling where the time remains constant across \( L \) sequences. This will result in \( L = |E| \) sequences, with \(|E|\) representing the total number of events in the parent sequence and \(|E|\) representing the number of events in the individual sequence. This form of windowing’s significant benefits has been substantiated with simulation and real data experiments in supplementary and Section IV respectively. The advantages of the proposed windowing are discussed below.

1) Speed Invariant Classification: Note that the asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling approach enables speed invariant feature extraction necessary to cope with intraclass variations. Asynchronous feature extraction captures the pattern of motion, irrespective of its speed.

2) Energy Saving Feature Extraction: Asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling initiates processing only when a specified number of events is accumulated, resulting in non-redundant LSTM-TS while still extracting richer information from the raw event sequence.

IV. Evaluation and Results

The experimental section is devoted to demonstrating the potential of Event-LSTM as spatial representation learning for appearance-based and motion-based vision tasks such as object recognition, large-scale action recognition, and gesture recognition. In section IV-A, we focus on the experiments that demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed Event-LSTM to deal with the lack of labels when compared to conventional hand-crafted unsupervised spatial representation learning methods.
In section IV-B, we present results to display the ability of Event-LSTM to convert raw events into a spatial representation which supervised deep learning architectures could utilize for higher-level vision tasks.

We have generated 2D spatial grids by bifurcating the parent sample into smaller windows. This will make individual grids less informative, leading to increased noise in decision-making. To mitigate this, a decision rolling buffer mechanism has been adapted in [36], where the results of past and current classification are combined effectively.

However, we have not adopted the decision rolling buffer mechanism for the following two reasons, i) To make the proposed 2d spatial representation generic enough for other vision applications as well such as visual odometry, optical flow estimation, etc., which mandates decision-based on current observation alone and ii) To validate the utility of the proposed solution in scenarios which have high dynamics in terms of the classes.

A. LSTM-TS in End-to-End Unsupervised Setting

In this section, we evaluated the LSTM-TS features in an end-to-end unsupervised setting with minimal supervision. This validates the performance of the proposed spatial representation under the scenarios where the number of labeled data is minimal. Towards this, we have conducted experiments for prevalent vision tasks known as action recognition and gesture recognition on datasets [13] [18], which requires temporal information extraction. Beyond providing results to validate the asynchronous mode of 2D spatial grid sampling over the synchronous mode, we benchmarked our results against state-of-the-art non-deep learning spatial representation learning methods.

1) Implementation: To evaluate Event-LSTM in minimal supervision scenario, we have created a pipeline with MobileNet (pre-trained on ImageNet) as the primary spatial feature extractor of LSTM-TS, followed by the popular classifier referred to as Support Vector Machine (SVM). We remark that the only network which requires labeled data is SVM, unlike end-to-end supervised approaches. Since SVM is a shallow classifier, the amount of labeled data needed is substantially less than that demanded by deep networks.

To prove the task-independent nature of Event-LSTM, we trained it on action recognition data alone and evaluated it on both applications. ADAM has been used for optimization with a learning rate of 0.001. A batch size of 64 has been used. Hyperparameter (|\mathcal{E}| and \delta t) search has been carried out empirically. We then select the integration interval as |\mathcal{E}| = 10k events (asynchronous mode) and \delta t = 100ms (synchronous mode). Input time features are normalized between 0 and 1.

The LSTM-TS representations that result from single-parent action/gesture clippings have been considered as a set of input samples for higher-level vision tasks. The difference in the window length of synchronous and asynchronous sampling and variation in the duration of parent clipping resulted in the imbalanced distribution of the 2D spatial grid. To counter this effect, we have adapted resampling to change data composition to an average of 196 and 1877 spatial grids in each class of action and gesture recognition datasets, respectively.

Analysis of datasets [13] and [18] revealed that the event camera’s sensitivity to temporal noise and junction leakage currents resulted in events generated under constant illumination with no activity in the scene, referred to as BA (Background Activity) noise. To mitigate its effect, we have implemented a Spatio-temporal filter that considers the evidence provided from all the past events within the given spatiotemporal window. Details of this Spatio-temporal filter are provided in supplementary.

2) Action Recognition: Action recognition is a well-known vision task with its application in various scenarios such as surveillance. Action recognition is a motion analytics task whose accuracy depends on how well a feature extractor can capture the motion information embedded in the event data.

a) Dataset: For this evaluation, we have used publicly available datasets provided at [13], which is a collection of recordings from an empty office captured with DAVIS346. The dataset comes with 15 subjects acting 12 different actions, with each action lasting 5s.

b) Synchronous vs. Asynchronous: We start by comparing the performance of Event-LSTM in synchronous and asynchronous modes. Results of the two variants are reported in Table I for individual activities in terms of multi-class metrics. It could be seen that asynchronous setting performs consistently better on a wide range of activities. This substantiates the goal of our asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling to capture motion information from events irrespective of the speed of the motion. In addition to accuracy metrics, we have also given the statistics of the average number of LSTM-TS generated by the two modes and their corresponding processing time. The average was estimated over 3 parent clips. Lesser number of LSTM-TS generated in asynchronous mode across a wide number of classes proves its energy-saving capability.

c) Performance w.r.t State-of-the-art: For further validation of the proposed solution, we demonstrate in Table II that Event-LSTM is a better-suited solution than state-of-the-art methods in the context of action recognition. Event-LSTM is an unsupervised feature extraction process of estimating a mapping to convert raw event sequence into a spatial representation. To keep the comparison fair, we have considered only unsupervised methods of generating a spatial representation. The various state-of-the-art methods used for comparison are Surface of Active Events (SAE: the timestamp of the recent event), SNN (Count of number of firing spikes), EvOn (Number of on events), EvOff (Number of off events) [8], EvCount (number of events at each pixel in the given count of total events) [15] and Exp (time stamp weighted with exponential function) [10]. Through an extensive evaluation, we show that using LSTM-TS in async. mode improves the performance of multi-class action recognition over hand-crafted features by a good margin.

3) Gesture Recognition: Gesture recognition is a popular field of research with its application in various areas such as robotics, visual cognition, human-computer interaction, etc. Real-time gesture recognition is well suited to event cameras.

In this section, we study the effect of the proposed spatial representation method on gesture recognition application.
Asynchronous

Table I furnishes the comparison of Event-LSTM in synchronous and asynchronous settings in terms of classification metrics over individual gestures. As expected, the windowing technique followed impacts the performance of the recognition task. It could be seen that asynchronous configuration displays improved performance on most gestures. This highlights the capability of asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling to model a wide variety of gestures irrespective of their speed of motion. The average number of LSTM-TS generated and their corresponding processing time was also furnished to substantiate the energy-saving efficacy of the asynchronous mode.

b) Synchronous vs. Asynchronous: Table I furnishes the comparison of Event-LSTM in synchronous and asynchronous configurations on action and gesture recognition in terms of F1-score. N and T: Average number of frames generated (from three and one parent clips of activity and gesture recognition, respectively)) and time (in secs) required for processing the same. RH—Right Hand, FA—Fore Arm, LH—Left Hand, C—Clockwise, CC—CounterClockwise, W—Wave.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Method} & \textbf{Accuracy} & \textbf{Method} & \textbf{Accuracy} \\
\hline
\textbf{Async} & \textbf{AR} & \textbf{GR} & \textbf{Sync} & \textbf{AR} & \textbf{GR} \\
\hline
EvOn & 0.93 & 0.91 & EvOff & 0.85 & 0.82 \\
Voxel & 0.62 & 0.71 & \textbf{SVM} & 0.51 & 0.78 \\
Exp & 0.74 & 0.71 & \textbf{SAE} & 0.77 & 0.73 \\
SN & 0.81 & 0.79 & \textbf{EvCount} & 0.78 & 0.79 \\
\textbf{SSN} & 0.85 & 0.79 & \textbf{TABLE II} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textbf{COMPARISON OF LSTM-TS ON ACTION RECOGNITION (AR) AND GESTURE RECOGNITION (GR) IN TERMS OF ACCURACY. A PRE-TRAINED MOBILENET ARCHITECTURE HAS BEEN USED AS A FEATURE EXTRACTOR. CLASSIFICATION IS DONE WITH SVM. GOOD ACCURACY SHOWS THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE’S UTILITY WHEN THERE IS SCARCITY IN LABELED DATA.}

a) Dataset: For gesture recognition evaluation, we have used the publicly available dataset provided at [18]. The gesture recognition dataset [18] comprises 11 hand and arm gestures comprising of 1595 instances. It has been collected from 29 subjects. As the proposed method primarily targets the scenario where the labeled data is minimal, we have used only 319 instances.

b) Synchronous vs. Asynchronous: Table I furnishes the comparison of Event-LSTM in synchronous and asynchronous configurations on action and gesture recognition in terms of classification metrics over individual gestures. As expected, the windowing technique followed impacts the performance of the recognition task. It could be seen that asynchronous configuration displays improved performance on most gestures. This highlights the capability of asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling to model a wide variety of gestures irrespective of their speed of motion. The average number of LSTM-TS generated and their corresponding processing time was also furnished to substantiate the energy-saving efficacy of the asynchronous mode.

c) Performance w.r.t State-of-the-art: We compare the proposed method with state-of-the-art unsupervised representations on gesture recognition in Table II. The details of various methods considered for comparison are provided in the section. IV-A2.

B. LSTM-TS with Supervised Deep Learning Architectures

Despite the state-of-the-art performance of convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures, they cannot be readily used on event data due to their inherent difference in the data structure. The main objective of this paper is to address this gap. Hence, in this section, we present an in-depth analysis of the proposed task-agnostic and asynchronous LSTM-TS in resolving the issue of leveraging the popular supervised deep learning architectures for event data. Evaluation of the proposed method on complex object recognition datasets, N-Cars and N-Caltech101, and a prominent and 101 class count action recognition dataset, UCF101-DVS, is established.

1) Action Recognition on UCF101-DVS: The datasets [14] and [18] used for analysis were collected in less complex scenarios. They are also modest in the number of classes. Hence, we have also evaluated the proposed Event-LSTM on a complex dataset known as UCF101-DVS, which was captured by playing back the APS UCF-101 dataset. It consists of 13,320 videos of 101 different human actions.

a) Implementation: We have followed a similar LSTM-TS extraction protocol as mentioned in section IV-A2. However, no data pre-processing has been done as the data analysis revealed the former’s nonnecessity. The Event-LSTM network has been trained with a standard ADAM optimizer with a momentum of 0.9. The learning rate has been set to 0.0001. LSTM-TS are constructed in asynchronous mode with $|E'| = 10k$ events. The hyperparameter $|E'|$ was fixed such that our representation covers optimal temporal extent, which was decided based on the performance obtained in action classification. Spatial features are learned on LSTM-TS using deep learning architecture with MobileNet as base network (weights pre-trained on ImageNet) padded with a classification layer of 101 nodes, whose weights are randomly initialized. The MobileNet has been trained using an ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01. Train and test split considered are 67% and 33%, respectively.

b) Results: We present our results on UCF101-DVS in Table III, which provides a comparison of the proposed method with graph convolutional network [26] and 3D models proposed for conventional camera UCF-101 dataset, which has been cited in [26]. The justification for the poor performance of APS domain models on the UCF101-DVS dataset has been provided in [26]. Action recognition is a motion analytics task that requires good Spatio-temporal features. In [26], it was not feasible to create a graph for a longer duration. Hence, to capture motion dynamics, spatial features are learned for smaller...


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3D [27]</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>ResNet-50 [31]</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-34 [28]</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>I3D [32]</td>
<td>0.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3D+63 [29]</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>RG-CNN+Incep. 3D [26]</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2+1D-36 [30]</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

Comparison of action recognition on UCF101-DVS dataset. *Event-LSTM is trained in async. mode on the UCF101-DVS dataset. MobileNet is fine-tuned with the extracted spatial feature representations. The metrics of other methods are as cited in [26]. Our method gives a very good accuracy of 77.6% for a complex dataset such as UCF101-DVS.*

---

2) Object Recognition: Object recognition is a vital vision application that finds utility in various fields such as surveillance, robotics, etc. The comprehensive experiments conducted are targeted towards demonstrating the task-agnostic nature of *Event-LSTM* generation. Finally, we also highlight where we stand in terms of end-to-end supervised learning architectures.

a) N-Cars: We evaluated the efficacy of *LSTM-TS* on event-based object recognition task with publicly available dataset N-Cars. N-Cars is a public dataset recorded with an ATIS sensor with binary categories, cars, and urban backgrounds. It consists of a total of 24,029 samples each of length 100ms.

**Implementation** To emphasize the task-agnostic nature of our *Event-LSTM*, we have conducted experiments mentioned above with two different *Event-LSTM* models, model *mUCF* and model *mN-Cars*. *mUCF* is the model obtained by training *Event-LSTM* on the UCF101-DVS dataset and *mN-Cars* is the UCF101-DVS *Event-LSTM* model fine-tuned with 70% of N-Cars dataset. The network was optimized with an ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01 and a batch size of 64. The creation of *LSTM-TS* involved synchronous and asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling. For synchronous mode, we have considered time interval as $\delta t = 100$ms. We have fixed the number of events as $|E^k| = 3000$ for asynchronous mode. These hyperparameters were fixed by empirical analysis. Accuracy decreases with decrease in $\delta t$ and $|E^k|$ due to lack of motion. However, an increase in these hyperparameters resulted in a lesser number of *LSTM-TS*, depriving the deep learning architectures of getting enough data for learning.

**Ablation Study** For the object recognition task, we investigated *Event-LSTM* models *mUCF* and model *mN-Cars* in synchronous and asynchronous 2D spatial grid sampling using various deep learning architectures. Specifically, we have used three different networks, ResNet18, ResNet34, and MobileNet, under two different configurations, i) base network followed
ANALYSIS OF LSTM-TS IN SYNC. VS ASYNC. ON N-CARS DATASET. THE BASE NETWORKS WERE TESTED IN TWO DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS KNOWN AS DenCls (BASE NETWORK AUGMENTED WITH TWO DENSE LAYERS AND A CLASSIFICATION LAYER), AND Cls (BASE NETWORK WITH ITS CLASSIFICATION LAYER REPLACED). MODEL mUCF AND mN-Cars REFERS TO THE MODELS TRAINED ON UCF101-DVS AND FINE-TUNED ON N-CARS, RESPECTIVELY. ALMOST EQUAL PERFORMANCE OF MODEL mUCF AND mN-Cars EMPHASIZES THE TASK-UNAWARE BENEFIT OF Event-LSTM

Comparison with State-of-the-Art This section compares our approach with state-of-the-art methods, which also involve hand-crafted and end-to-end learned architectures. With 20k $E^t$, we achieved state-of-the-art accuracy. To keep the comparison fair, along with the best accuracy, we have cited here the accuracy of the EST variants of [3] (16 channel 1 bin) and [2] (2 channel 9 bins) with the convolution input channels matching that of the experiments conducted here. In addition to this, we have also provided the best accuracies achieved by [3] and [2] with 2 channels and 16 bins. Though our architecture is an unsupervised 2D spatial grid generator, it performs only slightly lesser than supervised event representation generators.

Implementation Through extensive evaluation, we have fixed the hyperparameter $|E^t|$ as 20k. ADAM was used as an optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 and early stopping based on the official split provided at [2]. We have used Resnet-18 architecture on the extracted LSTM-TS features for spatial feature extraction. The Resnet-18 has been pre-trained on Imagenet. The architecture was fine-tuned in a supervised fashion using an ADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001, batch size of 128, and augmentation, as proposed in Keras. Three subsequent 20k LSTM-TS have been fed as input channels to Resnet18 to enable it to extract more meaningful features. The last layer was replaced to suit the number of classes and initialized with random weights.

Comparison with State-of-the-Art This section compares our approach with state-of-the-art methods, which also involve hand-crafted and end-to-end learned architectures. With 20k $E^t$, we achieved state-of-the-art accuracy. To keep the comparison fair, along with the best accuracy, we have cited here the accuracy of the EST variants of [3] (16 channel 1 bin) and [2] (2 channel 9 bins) with the convolution input channels matching that of the experiments conducted here. In addition to this, we have also provided the best accuracies achieved by [3] and [2] with 2 channels and 16 bins. Though our architecture is an unsupervised 2D spatial grid generator, it performs only slightly lesser than supervised event representation generators.

V. Conclusion

In this work, we presented a generic task-independent framework named as Event-LSTM to generate spatial representation from the sequence of raw events. By modeling the transformation with an unsupervised architecture of LSTM, we have made it a suitable solution to learn features from unlabelled data, primarily to mitigate the task-specific data-hungri ness of supervised deep learning algorithms. Our framework lays out a speed invariant and energy-efficient feature extraction methodology by proposing event-dependent windowing. Furthermore, a thorough evaluation of Event-LSTM has been carried out on appearance-based (object recognition) and motion-based vision tasks (Action recognition and gesture recognition). Overall, our approach outperforms state-of-the-art spatial event grid representation, thus enabling us to proceed forward in data-driven and task-ina uare mapping of event data to spatial representation.
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